Fig. 1. Claude Monet, The Artist’s Garden at Giverny, 1900. Oil on canvas, 81 x 92 cm (31 5⁄8 x 35 7⁄8 in.). Musée d’Orsay, Paris.
© Peter Willi / Artothek, Munich

Chapter One

The Garden Monet Created


This is where Claude Monet lives, in this never-ending feast for the eyes. It is just the environment one would have
imagined for this extraordinary poet of tender light and veiled shapes, for this man who has touched the intangible,
expressed the inexpressible, and whose spell over our dreams is the dream that nature so mysteriously enfolds,
the dream that so mysteriously permeates the divine light.
— O c ta v e M i r b e a u
“Claude Monet,” L’art dans les deux mondes, March 7, 1891

Claude Monet created his finest work

of art as a living study in light and color, an everchanging canvas that used his most beloved flowers
as his paints. Each plant that grew in this magnificent
painter’s paradise was thoughtfully placed, just as in an
exquisite flower arrangement prepared for a painter’s
still life. In turn, the gardens that Monet worked on for
over forty years became the inspiration for his paintings
for the second half of his life.
The gardens at Giverny consist of the Clos Normand
garden, featuring nearly three acres of flowers, with
its Grande Allée (the flower tunnel with great arches
of rambling roses above the broad walk carpeted with
creeping, round-leafed nasturtiums), and the two-acre
water lily garden with the arching green bridge woven
with wisteria. We know these subjects well from Monet’s
paintings—brilliant Impressionist depictions of nature’s
moments of full bloom, glorious color, and light preserved
on canvas through the hand of the great master.

At the time Monet started painting, most painters
began their practice with still lifes in the studio—bowls
of fruit or bouquets of flowers—and, when they could
afford it, with a model. Landscape painters often
sketched various views from nature and then created
the finished composition in their studios under controlled

Fig. 2. Monet in front of his home in Giverny, c. 1923. Autochrome.
Photograph Musée Claude Monet
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These pink cactus dahlias, with their distinctive reflexed petals, were one of Monet’s favorites.
Dahlias come in at least 12 different flower sizes and shapes and in all colors except pure blue.
They make prized cutting flowers and are stunning in the summer and autumn gardens.

4  Monet’s Passion

Monet designed this gracefully arched wooden bridge—a prominent feature of the water garden—to span a
narrow part of his pond. The 18-foot structure was inspired by one of his Japanese woodblock prints.
In 1911, following the devastation of major storms and flooding, he repaired and enlarged his water
garden, adding the iron arbor. He planted the white Chinese wisteria on the lower handrails and
the long lavender Japanese wisteria on the arbor; when in bloom, they create a canopy of lace.
The reflections of the bridge are magnificent in the pond below.
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The Blooming Mirror Water Garden
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1 10-foot circular galvanized metal
stock trough
2 azaleas in pink, white, and mauve
3 clusters of rhododendron in pink,
deep purple, and red
4 purple wisteria
5 coltsfoot
6 purple Siberian iris
7 bench with 5-foot-wide arch

8 pink climbing roses
9 tree peonies in pink and white
10 foxgloves and Oriental poppies in pink,
white, and mauve
11 yellow flag water iris
12 weeping willow, Japanese flowering
cherry, or crabapple
13 pinkish-beige pea gravel
14 water lilies
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I n celebration of the twentieth anniversary of the first
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and gardening—each pursuit informing the other. Murray’s
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section titled “Bringing Giverny Home” provides detailed
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out this immensely helpful guide to creating year-round beauty
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